20m + 5m Flying Lines
The Nobile 4 line bar comes with 20m lines and 5m
extensions allowing the rider to change between
long and short line set-ups whilst only having one
bar. The lines also feature loop/knot ends ensuring
you can not attach the lines incorrectly.
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Nobile 555 4 Line Bar
4th Line Safety
The leash line on the 4 line bar
runs from the FULCRUM Quick
Release up through the INOX
ring and attaches to one of the
front flying lines. In the event of
releasing the bar the kite
completely de-powers and lies
in the water to one side of the
window ready for immediate
relaunch.

INOX Swivel
This high grade INOX swivel
prevents the front flying lines
becoming twited when spinning
the bar after manoeuvres.

Emergency Kill Handle
Grabbing this handle
and letting go of the kite
will kill all the power in
an emergency. It can
also be used for self
landing the kite.

De-power Stopper
Our stopper has been designed to hold
the bar at the desired distance from you
yet still be easy to move quickly. Both the
de-power line and the leash line pass
through the stopper to minimize wear.

Power Adjuster Strap
The power strap features a
pull/pull configuration to ensure
ease of use. the de-power toggle
is clearly marked in red and
features a velcro strap to stop it
flapping around when fully
applied. The re-power toggle is
covered in PVC tubing to make it
easier to pull.

Line float and
Protector
The EVA foam
floats help to
keep the bar
floating in the
water and also
protect your
fingers from
becoming
wrapped up in
the pre lines.

Ergo Grip Bar
Wrapped in super comfy
EVA foam the Nobile bar
features ERGO shaping for
enhanced grip

Safety Leash with QR
The safety leash features a quick release
for use in emergencies. Placing it close
to the Eva foam protector eliminates
the chance of it opening through water
pressure only.

Central Bar Insert
At the centre of the Nobile carbon bar is an
INOX mold that reduces de-power line wear
to a minimum and due to its internal shaping
decreases the pressure needed to turn the
kite. The mold form is such that the
FULCRUM Quick Release inserts into it
ensuring the loop is always facing you during
un-hooked moves.

Nobile Bar Ends
Our bar ends have been designed from scratch for practicality and function.
The inside of the cap is made in soft silicone to protect your hands and colour
coded to make bar direction easily recognizable. Ample space has been
supplied to ensure all the flying lines and lead lines can be tidily stored around
the bar at the end of your session without fear of tangles. The steering lines
have two options for attachment on the bar end allowing one bar to adjust to
either 48cm or 54cm length ensuring the owner can adapt their kites turning
speed to their own preference.

